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1. Ili« growth of th« national fertilizer industry within a country or on a 

subregionai basis depends to a large extent on the marketing effort.    In moat 

of the developing countries» where farmers do not have enough experience in the 

use of fertilizers,   it is essential  to  stimulate demand,   to distribute  fertilizers 

and to collect payment from farmers  in  order to establish investment  efficiency 

in the fertilizer business.     The  advantage of fertilizer use must be tangibly 

proved to the farmers by field demonstrations and trials.     The farmers must be 

convinced of the profit that can be had from using fertilizer on their crops. 

From such a point of view,   financial aid by the government for farmers to purchase 

fertilizer and the establishment  of a credit system at low interest ratea should 

be quite effective. 

2. The distribution of fertilizer in some developing countries is conducted 

by the government or by government-supported co-operative associations,   while 

private distributors are only subordinate.    Frequently, when fertilizer pro- 

duction is carried out by one agency of the government,   its distribution  is 

undertaken  by another agency.     There is often a  lack   of correlation of these 

two activities,   resulting in poor distribution efficiency. 

3. Additional key  factors  in the growth of the fertilizer industry concern 

product storage,   shipping,   distribution and export. 

4*      After these few introductory words on the  fertilizer industry,   the discussion 

will be oriented to  the classification of fertilizer  plants from the point of view 

of the movements of their final   products.     This,   in  turn,  will help to  identify 

the reasons  for the occurrence  of  excess production  capacity. 

I    CtASSIFT'AtlCi;  OF   FERTILIZER PLAJTS 

5«     Proa the point of view of  the distribution of the final product, thr«« 

types of fertilizer industry may  be discerned: 

(a) A fertilizer ir.uu.stry which  from the very beginning was conceived 
as an export-oriented manufacturing facility} 

(b) A fertilizer industry which should serve the subregional market, 
including the national market; 
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(0)   A fertilizer industry primarily devoted to the national market, 
which may export a minor part of its production to neighbouring 
countries,  especially a few years after the industry has begun 
production. 

Bxport-oriented fertilizer1 industry 

6. an export-ori ente i fertilizer industry  is usually bui: t at advantageously 

placed locations.     In  the majority of cases,   such locations are near deposits 

of raw materials for fertilizer production with possibilities for good export 

outlets.     Ideally,  the manufacturing facilities  should be located as near as 

possible to the seaports.     The inhibiting factor of such an industry  is  the 

necessity to keep the  costs  of production as  low as possible in order to compete 

efficiently with other similar manufacturing plants.     This kind of fertilizer 

industry should take maximum advantage of the  economies of scale;   i.e.   the most 

up-to-date tedinolegica 1  concept should be applied,  combined with the highest 

pre iuction rate. 

7. As an example,   the  huge ammonia production single train units should be 

mentioned.     Pheir production capacities are usually as high as  1,000 to  1,500 tons 

per day  of ammonia or 350,000 to 575,000 tons  per year.     If these units  operate 

on  the natural gar   feedstock available next  door,   they can produce at  highly 

competitive production  costs.     The other r.o   less   important condition  is  that 

euch an   industry should  be near the seaport   outlet.     If this  is the case,   there 

is  not  much difference  between the production  costs,   including a reasonable 

profit,   and the  fob  price  of the final  product  to be exported mainly  to  the 

interregional markets.     The  same principles apply to the phosphate and potassium 

fertilizer industries. 

o.       .;eeide¡á  the aspects mentioned above the system of marketing of the fertil- 

izers  is vitai.    Again,   two kinds of fertilizer industry may be considered 

from the financial  and  organizational point  of view - export-oriented fertilizer 

industry with major equity participation of  the  foreign concern and/or local 

government.     In this  cave  the  products of the  industry are usually marketed 

through the establi  hed channels of the foreign  concern.    If comprehensive and 

highly  qualified studies   precede such an undertaking,   there  is usually  not 

much risk  involved  in  the marketing of the products under normal  circumstances. 

9.       In the latter case  the situation is much more complicated involving high 

potential  risks in the production and marketing of the products.     It  is imperative 
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that the setting up of the export-oriented industry in the public sector be 

preceded by extensive pre-investment feasibility studies. These studies should 

be geared equally to the technical and economic prerequisites of the planned 

undertaking.  Apart from the selection of the most suitable process, much attention 

should be paid to the availability and training of the operational personnel. 

Equally essential is the marketing aspect of the products. A comprehensive 

market study should be made well in advance of any decision to build the industry. 

It is much better to prevent the emergence of excess capacity than to try to 

eliminate it after it has come into existence. 

10. Such a study should be complex in all aspects, including the scrutiny and 

definition of the system of transportation and final distribution of the product«. 

Such a study should be made directly in those countries where the products are 

to be marketed.  It should include the evaluation of the existing potential and 

future competition, analysis of the existing system of fertilizer importation 

and distribution etc. 

11. The following illustrative examples may be taken from Africa. A major 

export-oriented fertilizer industry with predominant private capital participa- 

tion is either existing or planted for nitrogenous fertilizers in Libya, for 

phosphatic fertilizers in riorocco and Tunisia, as well as for potassium fertil- 

izers in the 'ongo (.Brazzaville) and "thiopia. A national export-oriented 

fertilizer industry is existing or planned for the future in Algeria for 

nitrogenous fertilizers and in the United Arab Republic for nitrogenous and 

phosphatic fertilizers. 

Fertilizer industry oriented towards the subrejqonal 
market, ir.r ludin^ the national market 

12. To this category belong maini; the -.ediw-aued fertilizer plant« which 

cannot compete in the mterregior. u marxet^,   ,,e reason f IT  this is mainly 

the lack of locally available raw materials important for fertilizer manufacture, 

a lower rate of production, mjre difficult access to export outlets and pro- 

hibitive geographical distances to the interregional mark.«ta. Therefore, 

regional marketing boards for certain manufacturing products and industriss vita 

a high volume of excess capacity shouli be suggested. 

13. Some of these fertilizer plants, whi~h already »list or ars planned for 

construction in Africa, depend on ths mport of ;MS Ta-manufactured or finished 

fertilizer products from the above-«#nt loned «xport oriented fertilizer infetiotr&ee, 

i'his is, for example, the case with anhydrous a«sv->nia, which "«wild toe eupfiiesl 
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by special tankers from huge export-oriented fertilizer industries and stored, 

usually under refrigeration,  at the sites of manufacturing plants oriented to 

the subregional and national markets.     In such a case,  a backward-integrated 

approach to the setting up of the  fertilizer industry is carried out.    Consequently, 

a considerable amount of the investment  capital  is saved.     The production in the 

country starts  with the transformation of ammonia into,  e.g.  nitric acid and 

ammonium nitrate as a final  fertilizer. 

14. In  this  case of the backward-integrated approach,  an exploration should be 

made of additional  forward-integrated approaches in the form of possibilities 

for smaller fertilizer plant,  using supplies of export-oriented fertilizer indus- 

try and also utilizing its  export  marketing facilities for products which could 

be made  through better utilization of  their capacity.     The fertilizer plants  in 

Kenya,   Senegal,   ?ogc,  Uganda and  the United Republic  of Tansania are,   for example, 

conceived in  auch -1 way.    With the exception of Senegal,  all  projects are in the 

feasibility study,  blueprint  or construction stage.     In the case of Senegal only 

about  50  per cent  of capacity  proved to  be surplus capacity. 

15. rhe  fertilizer plants oriented  to  the subregional and national markets are 

nutiering from  the negative effects  of the economies of ecale.     This disadvantage 

iv, on the other hand,   frequently outweighed owing to the saving of transport 

•••»sta  incurred  if finished  fertilizers  are  imported from huge export-oriented 

industries,   e.g.   from Europe,  especially  in smaller consignments.     Fertilizer 

pLtntB  oriented  to  the s.bregional   and national  markets secure  the value added 

o •-ruing   m  the  country of production,   thus saving some portion of foreign ex- 

•h..tn**,   if   fertilizers are  ueed  for  local   consumption   in the  country of production 

.r,d »*rn   the  foreign exchange for fertilizers exported to neighbouring countries. 

;t  ?<>*£   without  saying that  there  are ether benefits   involved  m  the  immediate 

-i- -uUt-.il ity  of  fertilizers where«*er  the  farmers need  them  to achieve better yields 

î   'iieir -ropa.     At   the  îrutul   rt%ge,   the urual   ^ ickrround of  these plants is 

urjt   40  per   rent  of the production  caparHy  f >r  local   consumption and 60 per cent 

í >r tipnrt  t..  neighbouring countries,     it   is expected that  the  local market for 

fertili««!-«  will  grow  later  on,   which would reverse the aforementioned proportion 

t- jbout  6C p«r cent  for lo-*i  consumption and 40 per cent  for export to the 

neighbouring   rountnes of  the subreption. 

FrUliaar inémtn enwan .j ¿«votad to the national market 

ìfc.    mi» category very auch raaanblaa the «ecoud category of the cl**sification. 

rha pia« la alraaéy Imi it or to b« c©«atr»st«<l are of reUtivrly •«*!. production 
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oapacity. At the beginning they aim at the exportation of some portion of their 

production to neighbouring countries; this is considered ae a transitory period 

only. The export of fertilizers produced should bridge the time required until 

the local market for fertilizers grows adequately. The size of these plants io 

tailored as much as possible to the quantitative consumption of the fertilizers 

in the country of their construction. Careful study of the breaking even of the 

production costs should precede the decision to construct such plants. 

lì. These plants are usually constructed in those countries wnich do not have 

their own natural resources for fertilizer production, but feel that local 

manufacture of fertilizers would be beneficial to their agriculture. The fertil- 

izer plants in the Ivory '¡oast, with 40 per cent excess capacity when operated, 

and Mauritius, with 50 per cent excess capacity when operated, could be quoted 

as examples. 

II CONCLUSIONS AivD RECPM'ENDATIONS 

18. For all three above-mentioned categories of fertilizer plants one technical 

reason for excess capacity may be common.  When determining the production capac- 

ities of these PLantr, in the demgn stage, the so-called run-in difficulties are 

being taken into consideration. Under this term the producer, shortcomings, more 

frequent shut-downs etc. are understood.  ,'or this reason the manufacturing capac- 

ities of newly built manufacturing plants are oversized to cope with the said ini- 

tial production losses.  If, consequently, the commissioned fertilizer manufactur- 

ing facilities are run at design capacity sooner than expected (it takes usually 

eighteen months to reach the design capacity target m developing countries), this 

will result in some excess capacities. Nevertheless, it is not believed that this 

issue presents any serious problems and it is only mentioned here for the sake of 

completeness. 

19. The most important problem of the export-oriented industry is the marketing 

of the finished fertilizer product.  If the project is operated by a big inter- 

national concern, there is no marketing problem, because the products „ill be 

distributed through its established international channels. 

20. The situation with similar projects m the public sector is quite different. 

%jor efforts must be dedicated to the establishment of reliable pre-mvestment 

studies. As a matter of fact it may be mentioned here that the most difficult 

task will be to estimate the selling prices of the plant's finished fertilizer 

products.  The level of such prices will decide the competitive value of the 

manufactured fertiliser products in the interregional markets and ultimately 
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determine the viability of the project.    The problem ie that the prices of 

similar productB offered by the established competition vary substantially 

within short periods of time.    Such was the case last year when the fertilizer 

prices went down sharply.     Of similar importance is the computation of the cost 
of production. 

21. Another important part of the pre-investment study will be the organization 

and system of export marketing.    Fertilizers are sold to the interregional 

markets  in three principal  ways.    In some  countries,   such as Burma,   India, 

Madagascar etc.,  the  import of fertilizers  is mainly pooled under government 

agencies  (state trading corporations) with fertilizers  purchased on a tender 

basis.     The second method  is to sell   to  the general  importers in competition 

with other fertilizer exporters.    This  may be done by  the use of the  plant's 

own  Rtaff or by the use  of a broker.     The  third method   is   to  appoint  agents to 

purchase  and distribute   fertilizers  on an  exclusive or  semi-exclusive  basis. 

22. If these principal   factors are not   studied in detail   the venture will most 

likely   fail.     There ar.   oth, r,   fVto»£:,   ,n^,X ,;•:,,-  equally   importât,   wi.ich  sh-uld 

te   studied  h*roro au,y  d-a^ion  in   ^ken.      Her,  is vast   rcopt,   f.r U:,u,d  Nations 
arF,:'tanC?   +"'   -"h  P^j^tH,   ^p(i,.Laliy    in   the  r-> -  uventmcn t   period. 

23. Similar considerations apply to the  fertilizer industry oriented  awards 

the  Bubregional market,   including the national market.     Again there  is a need 

for  the assistance of the  United Nations with respect  to  the assessment  of 

subregional  fertilizer markets,  especially  in the Eastern and Central African 
countries. 

24. For fertilizer industry primarily devoted tc  the national market  the biggest 

problem will be the development of the domestic fertilizer market.     The ways and 

means of building up the  national fertilizer market must  be  studied aw  outlined 

above and  government  policies directed  to   this end must   be  proposed.     If all 

this  is  dene well   in advance  of the  start   of operatic«,   substantial   losses 

due   to  excess  production   capacity can  be  avoided.     The  United   i.ations  could 

help  in undertaking the   proper studies and  in outlining  the  appropriate govern- 

ment  policies   in Cameroon,   Ghana,  Madagascar,   the Sudan,   Togo  and Zambia. 

25. Diversification of  production is not   very practical   for huge export-oriented 

planta.     Diversification  would require much  larger investments with reduced 

manufacturing capacities  for diversified products,  and the advantage of a high 

production rate in terms of operating costs would be lost. 
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26.    Diversification of production is more useful for plants serving subregional 

markets.    Higher production costs are compensated by the benefit of lower trans- 

port costs compared  to these involved in products supplied from developed coun- 

tries.     To avoid the adverse effect  of higher investment  costs,   N-P-K  (nitrogen- 

phosphorus-potassium)   liquid-base mixed fertilizers are produced.     N-P-K manu- 

facture does not  require large investments.    The product fully produced in the 

fertilizer plant,   e.g.  ammonium nitrate,   is mixed with imported triple super- 

phosphate and potassium chloride.     Thus,       3 building of manufacturing facilities 

for the production of  TSF (triple  siperphosphate) and potassium chloride   is 

avoided,  but  finally  N-P-K fertilizers are produced containing all  three prin- 

ciple plant nutrients.     This diversification  could  induce subregional   or regional 

co-operation.     For example,   Senegal  or Togo which will  produce SSP  (single 

superphosphate)  or   FTP,   could  supply the phosphate-mixing component   to  Nigeria, 

which has  plane  to  prcdu-e nitrogenous  fertilizers. 

27. Similar considerations upply  to  plants  serving national markets.     A typical 

case  is Togo which will   start   to  produce  G3P on a demonstration plant   scale 

(SF project   to  he  approved   ¡n June   1969  by  UNDP).     At   ,,   Inter .tag.   they  would 

use  the  electric   power  from Akosombo darn  in  Ghana   to  produce  phosphoric  acid 

(thermoelectric:  pro.es.)     for interregional markets,     Togo may  repay a  part 

of the bill  for supplied electricity by the  supply  of SÍ3P or,   later,   phosphoric 
acid to Ghana. 

28. Another practical measure would be the subregional pooling of inputs,   such 

as the sharing of available raw materials and the sharing of investment  costs, 

making agreements   for  taking final   products among the  pooled countries  etc. 

29. It  can be concluded  that   it  is  far better   to undertake  preventive  steps 

than it  is  to solve  the problem of excess  capacity ,r fert,Uzer plants by 

means of trouble-shooting once the plants are already  in operation. 
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